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Assessment: No change without problems

Jan de Lange
Freudenthal Institute, Utrecht University, The Netherlan

Changing mathematics education

Changing Goals
Mathematics education is changing fast - at least in a number of countries. In certain cou
these changes have already taken place in the eighties - The Netherlands, Denmark, Austr
name a few. Others are changing their mathematics education right now, in the early ninet

One of the most visible discussions takes place in the United States. The Mathematical Sc
Education Board (1990) has summarised the changing conditions for school mathematics in
of six points:

First, as the economy adapts to information-age needs, workers in every sector - from
clerks to secretaries, from automobile mechanics to travel agents - must learn to interp
telligent, computer-controlled processes.

Second, in the past quarter of a century, significant changes have occurred in the natu
mathematics and the way it is used.

Third, computers and calculators have changed the world of mathematics profoundly.

Fourth, as mathematics has changed, so has American society. The changing demograp
the country and the changing demands of the workplace are not reflected in similar chan
school mathematics (MSEB, 1989).

Fifth, learning is not a process of passively absorbing information and storing it in easil
trievable fragments as a result of repeated practice and reinforcement.

Sixth, just as recognition of the global economy is emerging as a dominant force in Amer
society, many recent reports have shown that United States students do not measure up
mathematical accomplishments to students in other countries (e.g., Lapointe, Mead, &
lips, 1989; McKnight et al., 1987; Stevenson, Lee, & Stigler, 1986; Stigler & Perry, 1988

The changing conditions have led to changing goals. In The Netherlands, for instance, the
(for the majority of the children) are:
1. to become an intelligent citizen (mathematical literacy);
2. to prepare for the workplace and for future education; and
3. to understand mathematics as a discipline.

These goals stated by the British Committee of Inquiry into the Teaching of Mathematic
Schools (Cockcroft, 1982). The goals reflect a shift away from the traditional practice. Tradit
skills are subsumed under more general goals for problem solving, communication and critic
titude.

Changing theories

At the same time the goals of mathematics education are changing we also see the evolvem
new theories for the learning and teaching of mathematics.
1
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At the Freudenthal Institute (formerly IOWO and OW&OC) the ‘theory for realistic mathema
education’ evolved after 20 years of developmental research which seems to be related to th
structivist approach (See Freudenthal, 1983, 1991; Treffers, 1987; de Lange, 1987; Gravem
al, 1990; and Streefland, 1991). There are, however, some differences.

The social constructivist theory is in the first place a theory of learning in general, while the
istic mathematics theory is a theory of learning and instruction, and in mathematics only. O
the key components of realistic mathematics education is that students re-construct or re-
mathematical ideas and concepts by exposing them to a large and varied number of ‘real
problems and situations which have a real world character or model character.

This process takes place by means of progressive schematisation, and horizontal and v
mathematisation. Here, the students are given opportunities to choose their own pace and r
the concept building process. At some moment abstraction, formalisation and generalisation
place - although not necessarily for all students.

The question, for instance, how far we can be successful within mathematics if our students
master the skill of transferability instead of generalisability, is still open for discussion. We
not be surprised at all that different answers will appear for different student populations.

After the process of conceptual mathematisation the newly developed concepts are applie
used in ‘real world’ situations. This leads to reinforcement of the concepts and to adjustme
the student’s real world. lt goes without saying that (mental) construction and production pla
essential role in realistic mathematics education, and it will come as no surprise that lea
strands are intertwined and that student interaction is essential.

Changing content

Not only goals and teaching and learning theories have changed mathematics education. Ne
jects are slowly and sometimes reluctantly introduced in curricula, most clearly discrete m
matics, and there seems to be a revival at geometry. Some of these subjects enter the cur
because of the fact that new technology has opened new possibilities. The computer has ha
(limited) impact on the teaching of mathematics, but future development might have some
visible effects. A graphic calculator with a computer algebra system would outdate both per
computers and graphic calculators as we know them now.

Also, CD-I (Interactive CD) could enter ordinary households and become an important tool i
ucation as well. Time will show if CD-I follows the development of the computer at schools
will really affect mathematics education in a dramatic way. But apart from these external fa
there are internal factors too. We mentioned the revival of geometry but new insights give g
etry at school level a different content as we will clearly see in our examples later on. But als
central place of calculus, the emphasis on fractions and percentages, the role of logarithm
been discussed in the last decade with mixed results.

Another internal factor can be formed by new insights how children learn and which didac
tools we have to make children understand better certain mathematical tools. Changing le
theories can definitely lead to new content subjects too.
2
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Changing assessment

There seems to be a lot of truth in the conclusion of Galbraith (1991) when he says that the
to confront inherent contradictions that exist when constructivism drives curriculum design
knowledge construction, but positivistic remnants of the conventional paradigm drive the as
ment process.

In The Netherlands we were confronted with this separation in a very hard way. Many tea
and researchers react with: ‘I like the way you have embedded your maths education in a ric
text, but I will wait for the national standardised test to see if it’s been successful.’ Popper (1
and Phillips (1987) have argued that a theory can only be tested in terms of it’s own tenets
means that the constructivist or realistic mathematics education of teaching and learning ca
be evaluated by assessment procedures derived from the same principle. Or: the assessm
cedures should do justice to the goals of the curriculum and to the students - context indepe
generalised testing is unjust in such a case (most of the time, the context will also include th
world of mathematics itself; at least in the realistic mathematics education approach).

Therefore, an essential question is:

Does assessment reflect the theory of instruction (and learning?)

On the other hand, not only the new notions about learning have influenced the ideas abo
thentic’ assessment. The new goals also will have their effect. The new goals do emphas
reasoning skills, communication and the development of a critical attitude. Together, thes
popularly called ‘higher order’ thinking skills. These thinking skills were seldom or not at
present in traditional assessment and education. The change towards a ‘thinking’ curriculum
es us to focus on ‘thinking’ assessment as well. We will discuss the following points in some
tail:
– Levels in assessment
– The role of the context
– Necessary and sufficient information
– Different formats of tests

In the final section we mention the following points:
– Time restrictions
– Individual or group
– Home or school
– Integratedness
– Objectivity of scoring
– Continuous or discrete.

We are aware of the fact that we can just touch the heart of the problems and have made no
to make this article exhaustive.

Levels in assessment

Principles and Goals
lt is interesting to see that the publication that came out of the National Summit on Mathem
Assessment (For Good Measure, MSEB, 1991) states that their goals and principles are based
commonly held beliefs about assessment. Not only interesting but somewhat surprising if w
that the first principle is: ‘the primary purpose in assessment is to improve learning and teach
3
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Surprising because if we compare this statement with the actual school practice there seem
hardly any relation with this first ‘commonly held belief’. The principle itself, which we share
not new at all. Gronlund (1968) stated it clearly and we borrowed it in 1987 to formulate our p
ciples:

– The first and main purpose of testing is to improve learning and teaching.
– Methods of assessment should be such that they enable the student to demonstrate what they know ra

what they don’t know.
– Assessment should operationalise all goals of mathematics education.
– The quality of mathematics assessment is not in the first place determined by its accessibility to objectiv

ing.
– The assessment tools should be practical. (de Lange, 1987)

As we indicated the first principle is easily underestimated in the teaching-learning proces
too frequently we think of it as an end-of-the-unit or end-of-the-course activity whose prim
purpose is to serve as a basis for assigning course grades. A properly designed test or task
not only motivate students by providing them with short-term goals toward which they work
also by providing them with feedback concerning their learning process.

Furthermore, more complex learning results such as levels of understanding, application a
terpretation are likely to be retained longer and to have greater transfer value than the res
the knowledge level. This means that we should include measures of these more complex le
results in our tests. In this way we provide the students practice reinforcing comprehension,
applications and interpretations we are attempting to develop.

The second principle, sometimes referred to as positive testing, is borrowed fromMathematics
Counts(Cockcroft, 1982). In traditional testing most of the time we check what the student
not know. Students are asked a very specific problem which has, most of the time, a single
tion. If the candidate does not know the solution, there is hardly any way to show what the c
date does know. A side effect may be that the student loses confidence. And asFor Good Measure
states correctly: ‘the primary use... is to promote the development of the talents of all peop

The third principle is that assessment tools should operationalise all goals of mathematics e
tion. The fact that tasks that operationalise ‘higher order thinking skills’ are difficult to design
score should be no reason to restrict ourselves to the usual tests. Mathematisation, reflectio
cussion of models, communication, creativity, generalisation and transfer are essential quali
students to test. This means also that we are not always interested in the product but in the p
that leads to this product. The consequence is that we need a variety of effective assessmen
ods - many of them are discussed in this paper.

The fourth principle is a very important one. Very often the quality of a test is derived from
accessibility to mechanical of objective scoring. This fact has caused many problems and is
the reason for the poor state of mathematics education in the USA. lt may be difficult to score
complex tasks but experiences show that at the same time the advantages are much higher
perceived disadvantages. In the first place: in complex context problems the problems are
clearer for the student to understand - they make the problem their own and the answers s
least really what the student is capable to do. In the traditional test we don’t even know if the
dent understands the question fully (examples follow), let alone that the answer gives us an
cation about his understanding.

Another aspect is that the real professional mathematician is never judged by a test he has
but by papers he has to write. It remains unclear why we cannot use this tool at a somewhat
4
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level. A third point that can be made is that we will educate the mathematics education comm
by introducing new forms of assessment and the guidelines that will be developed for judgin
forms of assessment. For the moment we leave this point here to return to it shortly in the
chapter of this article.

Our final principle is that assessment should have some degree of practicality in the schoo
of course is still a very open statement but that is exactly the way we see it: at some schools
anced package of assessment tools will be different from another school because of the p
limitations. Differences in school culture, accessibility to external sources etc. But we alw
should bear in mind the burden of the teacher.

Lower level

We start at the lower level, because of the fact that here we recognise most of the traditional
ematics and the traditional tests. This level concerns ‘objects’, ‘definitions’, ‘technical skills’
‘standard algorithms’. Examples are abundant; we will give a few:
– Solve the equation 7x – 3 = 13x + 15.
– What is the average of 7, 12, 8, 14, 15, 9?
– Draw the graph ofy = -x2 – 2x + 8.
– Which shows 1/4?

– Write 69 per cent as a fraction.

– Line m is called the circle’s...

Quite often some ‘multiple step’ problems from the real world fit into this lowest level, beca
in the books they are treated as standardised exercises that have no real problem meanin
– Christine borrowed from the Friendly Finance Company US$168.00. She had to pay si

cent interest. How much is this in one year?
– We drove our car for 170 miles and used four gallons of petrol. How many miles per ga

Others will argue that these items belong at least at the middle level. At this moment we th
is hard to judge, because it depends on the way of instruction, the books used, the tests do
fore, the training for the tests and the age of the student. But the Christine exercise was pa
NAEP test for 16 year olds, and at this age level this exercise hardly fits into the middle lev

Middle level

The middle level can be characterised by some key words as ‘making connections’, ‘integra
and ‘problem solving’. lt is already harder to give examples at this level, because there is n
5
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abundancy of good tests that operationalise this middle level. Some examples follow:
– You have driven 2/3 of the distance (in your car) and your tank is 1/4 full. Do you have a p

lem? (fifth grade)

– How many of the cartons will be left?
– How many cartons do we need for 81 children?
6
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– What per cent of the age group [0,4] in 1950 will still be living in 2035?

And another example:
– You have a supply of 2× 1 rectangles like this one:

You can use these rectangles to make other rectangles which are 2 units deep and of wh
width you choose.
For example, there are some 2× 3 rectangles:

– Describe how many 2× n rectangles it is possible to make from 2× 1 rectangles (where n is a
natural number). Justify your conclusion.

– Extend your solution to describe how many 3× 4 rectangles which can be made from 3× 1
rectangles.

– Extend your solution further to describe how many m× n rectangles which can be made from
m × 1 rectangles (where m and n are natural numbers).

Of course again we must stress the fact that the levels are arbitrary and so one can argue w
or not our examples really fit to the different levels. But the examples - all taken from real te
show clearly aspects that do not belong on the lowest level, described earlier.
7
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Higher level

lt is difficult to describe the highest level, even more difficult than the middle level. This, of cou
is partly due to the fact that we are dealing with very complex matters: mathematical thinking
reasoning, communication, critical attitude, interpretation, reflection, creativity, generalisa
and mathematising.

We will try to highlight some aspects of tests that try to operationalise some higher order thin
skills - at different school levels. A major component will be the ‘construction’ by children
complete the problem.

Let us first look at primary school level, with some more ‘open’ tests. Especially when we
dealing with non-algorithmic problems that relate to the student’s real world, we also nee
know the procedures the children use. Or, even stronger, we are sometimes more intereste
process than in the product: the answer. Besides that, there might be multiple solutions.
these arguments apply to the following test items:

The first question relates to the visit of a circus: the total costs are $50. How much were the tickets?
The second picture has the following question: how many children weigh the same as this bear?
The third one asks the children to design as many sums as possible with the answer 100.
Here, the children can use the piece of scrap paper pictured on the answer page. With regard to the circus
following three figures show different strategies: (van den Heuvel, 1990).

The first pupil tries to approximate the total amount of fifty as closely as possible, while the o
immediately apply a formal division or less formal distribution strategy.
The bear item refers to the children’s knowledge of measures. Only the weight of the polar
is given. It is left to the pupils to determine how much a child generally weighs. Some child
like the first pupil, stick to their own weight; others prefer a round number, or they weigh preci
8
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The third item (100) tries to elicit the capability of children for ‘own’ productions. The child
asked to think up rather than to solve problems (Van den Brink, 1987; Streefland, 1990). A s
way to estimate the scope of childrens’ abilities is the task to produce an easy and a difficult
Thanks to the latitude children are given in own productions it not only reveals what children
capable of, but also what their manner of working is. In this third item the children are aske
come up with as many sums with the result of one hundred as they can. There is not only a v
of numbers and kinds of sums, but also of working behaviour. Some record only isolated s
whereas others proceed systematically, for instance, by always changing the first term by on
or by applying commutativity.

Another item for primary school level that might fit on the highest level:
– Martin is living three miles from school and Alice five miles. How far apart are Martin and

ice living from each other?

This item might be seen as belonging to geometry. Or maybe not. Maybe just common sens
soning. Or visualising. Multiple strategies are possible and also at different levels. But it is al
certain that the students have never seen an isomorphic exercise - or maybe one that is isom
but not clearly so to the students. Some 70 teachers were interviewed about the appropriate
this item. Some of the first reactions of teachers to the question were: ‘5– 3 = 2, so it’s asimple
subtraction (lower level) and for that reason we don’t like it as a test item.’

A second reaction was: ‘You can’t say the proper answer because there is not one proper a
and for that reason this is not a good test item.’
9
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A third reaction was: ‘You can’t say the proper answer because there is not one proper answ
for that reason it’s a good test item.’ A typical reaction falling in this third category: ‘You can’t
it exactly, but you can say something. For instance that Martin and Alice cannot live farther a
from each other than 8 kilometres, or not closer than 2 kilometres. You can show that with a
picture.’

Looking at the item in this way makes it a very rich item offering many possibilities for differ
strategies reflecting the reasoning of the students. But the teachers reactions showed clea
we have a long way to go if we want to implement this kind of question: of a group of teac
favouring developments towards more ‘realistic’ mathematics education only 17 per cent ga
guments like the one we just quoted.

The majority of teachers using more traditional books (57%) thought the item was unfit bec
of the lack of one single answer. This lack of one single answer was by far the most freque
gument under the teachers who where in favour of this item. lt shows how difficult the proce
change towards ‘new’ modes of assessment will be (Gravemeijer et al., 1992).

There are many other ways to have children or students ‘produce’. A very interesting test ite
part of a restricted time written test was the following:
– Choose a graphical way to show clearly the problem of the ageing population in The Ne

lands.

In this case the students were given only about twenty minutes to ‘solve’ this item. So time w
problem for the students. And there were others: obviously the students suffered badly fro
fact that they were used to answer all questions on the test sheet. Trying to make a good
without graph paper and on a small place (two to five inches) on your test sheet are not wh
might call optimal conditions. Usually, in The Netherlands the students are given as many s
of any kind, as they need to complete the test.

Besides this organisational point there were other points of concern: the question was per
as quite complex by the students. They had to:
– understand the problem;
– compare the four or eight graphs;
– decide how to visualise (to construct or design);
– decide how to divide men/women;
– scale the graph;
– draw the graph.

Given this complexity of the problem, the poor boundary conditions (graph paper lacking)
complete newness of this kind of question the results were not bad at all.

It came as no surprise that most students did choose some form of a bargraph. Some of th
tions were rather surprising. First a solution that shows the struggle that was caused by the
10



ph is
both graph paper and ruler:

Others make two graphs: one for the 65+ group and one for the -20 group:

Interesting (for student and teacher) mistakes were abundant as well. The following linegra
not bad except for the fact that the students had some fixation on the origin.
11
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A nice graph is the following bar graph which does not only show the ageing population but
gives insight in the typical male/female distribution.

The next graph came as a surprise:

lt is an original way to draw the graph because the student designed his graph with the tim
vertical - in contrast with all we are used to. Breaking this convention the graph shows very n
the ageing population problem of The Netherlands - in a very clear and ‘fair’ way.

Reflection on this test showed us quite a bit:
– the test was perceived as very unusual;
– the students were not used to reading a text;
– the students were not used to writing a text;
– the skills on percentages were not transferable to real problems;
– the student needs to have proper materials with him at all times;
– there was not enough time.
12
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From the students’ perspective there were the following unusual aspects:
– the answer is not a number or a simple graph;
– you have to read carefully;
– you have to look at different graphs;
– you have to make decisions;
– you have to judge;
– you have to write;
– you have to think: there is no similar exercise in your textbook, so there is also no trigger m

anism;
– you have to produce (a story or a graph or a visualisation); there is not one right answe
– you have to organise your work.

All together we might conclude that both the students, teacher and test designers learned
most notably that assessment of higher order thinking skills requires a lot of higher order thin
skills.

A rather ‘simple’ item - as in contrast with ‘complex’ in the previous example - is the followin
– If no fish are caught the number of fish will increase in the coming years. The graph sho

model of the growth of the number of fish.

– Draw an increase diagram with intervals of a year, to start with the interval 1-2.

The fish farmer will wait some years before he’s going to catch fish. He wants to catch every
the same amount of fish as the first year. After every catch the number of fish increases ag
cording to the graph.

– What would you like to advise the fish farmer about the number of years he has to wait
planting the fish and the amount of fish that he will catch every year?
Give convincing arguments.

One should know, when looking at this exercise, that the students are not familiar with the su
‘differentiation of functions’ but they do know the changes and rate of chan
context of real phenomena in a discrete way. Instead of the graph of the derivative of a fun
the students are accustomed to the discrete apparatus called ‘increase diagram’. So the fir
tion is very straightforward and operationalises only the lowest level.

The other question is a different story. It was new both to the students and new in its form o
national standardised test in The Netherlands. Communicating mathematics, drawing co
13
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sions, and finding convincing arguments are activities that all too often are not very visib
mathematics tests and examinations. Many teachers were surprised and didn’t know what to
of this development, although they were prepared in some way, the experiments gave prope
cations of the new approach.

Students seemed less surprised if we have to judge by the results, although their answers
a wide variety:

‘I would wait for four years and then catch 20 000 kilograms per year. You can’t lose that way, man.’

‘If you wait till the end of the fifth year then you have a big harvest every year: 20 000 kilograms of fish, that’s
tainly not peanuts. If you can’t wait that long, and start to catch one year earlier, you can catch only 17 000
grams, and if you wait too long (one year) you can only catch 18 000 kilograms of fish. So you have the best
after waiting for five years. Be patient, wait those years. You won’t regret it.’ (Van der Kooy,1989)

The role of the context

Problem oriented mathematics education places mathematics in a context. Situated cogniti
well known, or at least well discussed subject nowadays. In realistic mathematics educatio
real world is used as a starting point to develop mathematical concepts and ideas. Accord
Treffers and Goffree (1985) context problems in ‘realistic’ curricula fulfil a number of functio
to wit:
– Concept forming: in the first phase of a course they allow the students a natural and motiv

access to mathematics.
– Model forming: they supply a firm hold for learning the formal operations, procedures, n

tions, rules, and they do so together with other models which have an important functio
supports for thinking.

– Applicability: they uncover reality as a source and domain of applications.
– Exercise of specific abilities in applied situations.

In an earlier article (de Lange, 1979) we tried to discriminate between the uses of context in
that more or less fits with the four functions mentioned above. One of the functions, and for
istic mathematics education the most characteristic one, is the use of context for concept for
the conceptual mathematisation process. This use of context has its own problems whi
somewhat different from the problems in the other three classes of classification: usually w
not introduce new concepts during a test, but we apply the mathematical concepts in som
So the three remaining classes of functionality are important when dealing with assessme
– no function at all: no context
– context used to ‘camouflage’ the mathematical problem, or as Niss (1992) calls those

lems: ‘dressed up’ contexts.
– Context is an essential and relevant part of the problem.

But a few other points need attention too. We will discuss the ‘degree of reality’ of a context,
how important it is or seems to be.

No context
This category hardly needs further elaboration. However we cannot pass this category w
showing a recent example from a standardised test from Poland (1989) that shows a compl
without any context. The question to consider is at which level we are working here. Is this h
order because it is so complex or is it lower order but then repeatedly? Our impression is th
the last one but we must admit that the example got us a bit confused.
14
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Which number is 75% of:

Camouflage context
The context in this situation is only used to ‘camouflage’ or ‘dress up’ the mathematical prob
Most of the so called ‘word problems’ and so called ‘multistep’ problems from the NAEP ar
this form. We refer for instance to the problem of Christine and her Friendly Finance Comp
But there are many others.

Some problems similar to Christine’s:
– The growth factor of a bacterium type is 6 (per time unit).

At the moment there are 4 bacteria.
Calculate the point in time when there will be 100 bacteria.

– The interest percentage for a year is eight per cent.
$4000 is deposited at 0 time.
At what point in time will this amount have increased to $5000.

In this category there are also the well known items like:
– Bill weighed 107 pounds last summer. He lost 4 pounds, and then he gained 11 pounds

How much does he weigh now?

The goal that should be operationalised with the last item is:
– Identify, analyse and solve problems using algebra in equations, inequalities, function

their graphs (Illinois State Board of Education, 1989). Although the problem certainly doe
qualify higher than the lower level in this form it is interesting to notice that the item in its or
inalformlooksquitedifferentandcertainlydoesnotoperationalisethedesiredgoal:

– Which one of the number sentences below could be used to solve the following problem
Bill weighed 107 pounds last summer. He lost 4 pounds and then gained 11 pounds.
How much does he weigh now?
a. 107 – (4 + 1) = A
b. (107 – 4) + 11 = A
c. (107 + 11) + 4 = A
d. –4 + 111 = 107 + A
e. (107) – 11) + 4 = A

The problem is not that we have to solve the problem, but that we have to analyses some k
notation that no sane, let alone intelligent, citizen ever would use to solve the problem. An a
perfect example of a dressed up problem item that does not even reach its desired goals.

300sin2 1
2
--- 

  2
– 0.8( ) 1– 2.25+⋅

11
22
------

2
3
--- 

  2
+ 600cos 450tan+( )2⋅

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Relevant and essential context
Let us return once more to the tests developed during the MORE Project. We start with a s
test for Grade 1.

The children are asked to buy ‘something’ and to put a circle around the number that show
money left in their purse. There are several degrees of difficulty here, the choice creates i
tions of what children are capable of. Of course preferences for a certain object play a part
vant and essential context).

Experiments have shown however that quite a few children make numerically similar choic
tests of this kind which follow one another. Other types of problems show again the ‘own pro
tion’ aspect of tests coupled with relevant context use:

The children are asked to make a program for a birthday party, or rather, complete it, as the s
time and the activities are already given. lt is left to the children to determine how long eac
tivity will take. The only thing that is predetermined is 45 minutes for the movie. Like most o
items this one allows a great many observation points: there must be progression of time a
ration must be in tune with the activities and finally digital notation of time must be at least
derstood (Van den Heuvel, 1990).

But also in simple problem is, even in the multiple choice format the context can be essen
like in the following example:
– Which of these would be a fairly good estimate for the width of a classroom?

4 feet
16
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The size of the classroom is considered to be a good context for Grade 3, the length of the tea
desk for Grade 6. The question is of course if this is a proper way of discrimination by conte
may be argued that the length of the teachers desk is easier to estimate than the width of the
room:
– Which of these is the best estimate for the length of a teacher’s desk? (17)

4 feet
10 inches
2 feet

15 feet
20 feet

Of course the inches might have caused some problems at Grade 3, but it would be interes
give both items to all grades at primary level to see if the percentages of proper answers are
64 per cent as was the case with both items in their respective grades. Or do we expect to
increase in scores with the increase of grades? There are research results that paint a com
different picture.

Real versus artificial
It is clear from the discussion how the last problem was designed that the context was a re
and that the authors discussed the relevance and the reality of this problem for the group
dents this examination was designed for (in general the problem was well received both b
dents and their teachers). But what to think of the following context:

When in the 21st century space travel increased considerably, a new disease came from
space to earth. The graph shows the number of sufferers from this disease over the whole
earth for the years 2079 till 2086.

– Draw a new graph on logarithmic paper for the number of patients.
– During which period is the increase in the number of patients nearly exponential?
– Compute up to one decimal point the yearly growing factor during this period.

The patients suffering from the disease were merely space travellers and employees at spa
tres. The pie chart shows the distribution of patients in 2086 over the planet Earth. The num
infected people in The Netherlands in 2086 was: Space travellers 60; employees at the spa
tre 5; relatives of space travellers 3 and other persons: 2.
17
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– Make a pie chart for the situation in The Netherlands.
– Investigate if in 2086, among patients in The Netherlands there were significantly more s

travellers than the 72 per cent for the whole Earth, with a significancy of one per cent.

In a hospital the disease is treated with the medicine R and R2. Every patient gets 600 millig
Rl and 190 milligrams R2. Both medicines can be made from raw materials A and B. Every
gram A yields 60 milligrams Rl and 10 milligrams R2 and every kilogram B gives 30 milligra
RI and 15 milligrams R2.

– Compute the minimal number of kilograms raw material (A and B together) needed for
patient.

The cost for A is $15 per kilogram and the costs for B is variable. The hospital tries to get the
material for minimal costs per patient.

– Compute by which costs for B it is cheaper to make the medicines RI and R2 from A on

The context is rather clear from the first sentences but we have given the complete problem
der to represent an honest picture of the problem. A first reaction might be: very, very artific
talk about one century from here, to talk about a space related disease, it might even look
dressed up problem because of the very anonymous information (like RI and R2 and A and B
it is definitely not real for the students - apart from the fact that the mathematics is all too rea
them - and the relevance leaves something to be desired too.

Nevertheless the information from the problem is very scientific and very relevant and real i
original source article. The years concerning the problem are 1979 till 1986 and the space d
was in reality AIDS. But the designers felt that it was not a very good idea to confront studen
an examination condition with this highly emotional context. And here we are at the heart o
matter.

It seems clear that when we put much emphasis on mathematics education for preparing o
zens to be intelligent and informed citizens we have to deal with all kinds of real contexts. We
to deal with pollution with a very political component. We cannot avoid politics with a very s
jective component. Traffic safety is quite an important matter with a very emotional compo
because many students know of causalities in their families. Health is maybe one of the mo
portant issues at this moment for many people: the fitness trend is still very strong. But to di
cancer, Alzheimers, heart diseases and for instance the effectiveness of certain treatments -
er or not in relation to the costs of health care as a political issue is a difficult matter.

Formats of tests

Multiple Choice
In constructing an achievement test to fit a desired goal the test maker has a variety of item
from which to choose. lt will come as no surprise that the multiple choice format seems to b
‘best’ format if we just judge by its popularity.

Multiple choice, true-false and matching items all belong to the same category: the selection
items. Officially, they are so popular because of the fact that they are objective items, becaus
can be scored objectively. That means that equally competent scorers can score them ind
ently and obtain the same results. These equally competent scorers are usually compute
18
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there lies the real popularity of selection-type items: they can be scored by a computer and
fore are very cheap to administer.

The rules to construct a multiple choice item are simple. A multiple-choice item will present
dents with a task that is both important and clearly understood, and one that can be answer
rectly only by those who have achieved the desired learning (Gronlund, 1968).

This is not as simple as it seems to be, as we all know, especially if we include that the item s
operationalise a specific goal. To show how difficult the latter seems to be we give an examp
was included (in slightly different wording) in the second IEA study - one might expect just
best items in that study:

John and Mary make a trip by car. They go from Atown to Brocks, then to Chicity to Downsv
and back to Atown. The total trip is 190 miles.
– What is the distance from Atown to Brocks?

a. 35
b. 40
c. 45
d. 55
e. 70

Of course the item would win if it was not the multiple choice format. But what is far more seri
is that this item is meant to operationalise the goal: linear equations.

So the test-item designer is not only the test designer but also the solution designer. Many e
tors would like their students to solve this problem in their own way which in this case would
domly include linear equations. Comparative studies have very limited value and the money
on it is just for political reasons. Many people who are really interested in improving mathem
education and assessment that is appropriate could think of more efficient ways of throwing
money. But apart from that: the items are sometimes really not without flaws like the one a
And these are serious flaws. Because of the fact that in this way we don’t know any more w
being measured (which is not always bad) but we pretend that we do know (which is very
‘American students are very poor in linear equations’ could be a meaningless statement if
based on items like this one.

(Closed) Open Questions
Multiple choice items are often characterised as closed questions. This suggests that there a
questions as well. However we have to be careful. Sometimes the question is open by form
closed by nature. Let us illustrate this point with some examples.

– A How many diagonals has a rectangle?
B How many diagonals has a square?
19
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– The point (2, 3) lies in the first quadrant (1).
Write down for each of the following points in which quadrant they are.
A (–2, 2) b. (2, –4)  c. (3, 4) d. (05, –6)

– Given is the equation 5x + 2y = 25
A Is (3,5) a solution?
B Is (4,2) a solution?

These examples are rather extreme examples of so called short answer questions, a subdiv
open questions. Although they are, technically speaking open questions, they are very clo
nature. The respondent has to answer by a number, a yes or no, a definition and maybe a
graph or a formula. There is hardly any thinking or reflection involved. This category is most
close competition with the multiple choice format. The distinction between (closed) open q
tions and (open) open questions is rather arbitrary. This does not mean that we should not
tention to this aspect when designing tests.

(Open) Open Questions
In our perception an (open) open question differs from the (closed) open question in respect
activities involved to get a proper answer. This proper answer can still he just a number, or fo
but the process to get there is slightly more complicated or involves higher order activities.
category differs from the next one - extended response open questions - in that respect tha
latter category we expect the students to explain their reasoning process as part of their a
From both categories we have seen numerous examples (in this article), reason why we ju
a couple in order to try to show the differences.

Examples for (open) open questions:
– A fruiterer buys a box of six pineapples for 60 cents. X pineapples are defective and ther

unsaleable, but the rest he sells at 18 cents each. Write down a formula for his profit P 
– A 400 metres running track is to have two parallel straights of 80 metres each and two

circular ends. What should be the radius of the semi-circles?
– Which of the four buildings do you see on the TV?

– The length of the equator is about 40 000 kilometres.
A How many kilometres is the distance from the north-pole to the equator, measured ov
globe?
B Imagine you can travel right through the earth. How far is it in that case from the north-
20
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The following example is on the border of the (open) open questions category and the ext
response open questions category:
– Explain which strawberry jam is sweeter:

A     jam made of 400 grams strawberries and 300 grams of sugar.
B     jam made of 1 kilograms strawberries and 700 grams of sugar.

The differences between the examples given in this category and the previous (closed) ca
are clear, if we base our judgement on the examples given. The closed questions referred t
facts and knowledge: a definition, a simple drawing, a substitution not involving much of a pro
or thinking. The open questions, although also requiring a short answer, were just triggering
tions, but questions that needed some thought and understanding and offered some poss
for the student to solve the problem in his or her own way.

The last question - from a national examination - involves not only some reasoning but the
dents have to explain their reasoning. That ‘writing down’ part can be regarded as a separa
in mathematics education, and a very valid one. If we stick to short answer questions we a
able to operationalise the communication goals. Extended response open questions do of
possibility.

Extended response open questions
We will give one more example from a national examination, that is certainly of the extende
sponse category but with even less freedom than the fish farm one. lt shows clearly how man
ferent test formats we actually have at our disposal if we just focus a little bit more in detai
– In fall the grapes that are ripe can be harvested. The taste of the grapes depends consi

on the moment that they are harvested. If they can be left out in the sun a little longer the
will improve. But if one waits too long with the grape-harvest, there is a chance of dam
caused by heavy and lengthy rainfall.

A grape farmer has the following choices for harvesting:

i Immediate harvest
The quality is ‘reasonable’. Half of the harvest can he sold for direct consumption;
the proceeds in this case are $2.00 per kilogram.
The other half of the harvest can only he used for grape-juice; the proceeds for this pa
$1.30 per kilogram.
In this way there is no risk involved in the harvesting.

ii Wait two weeks before harvesting
21
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The quality of the grapes in this case ‘is good’. The complete harvest can be sold for $2.3
kilogram. But to wait two weeks involves some risks. If it rains more than two days dur
these 14 days, the grapes are that damaged that they can only be used for grape-juice
case the proceeds are only $1.30 per kilogram.

The grape farmer can he sure of a harvest of 12 000 kilograms. He chooses the risky secon
of harvesting.
– Compute the advantages and the disadvantages that he has compared with the first str

Meteorologists computed that for every day in this two week period, the chance for rain is 1
cent.
– Compute the chance (probability) that it will rain in this two week period on more than

days.

The farmer chooses that way of harvesting that has the largest expected proceed.
– Which strategy will he choose? Illustrate your answer with a computation.

Most experts agree that we cannot operationalise all goals in mathematics education with t
the multiple choice or open questions format. However they offer in our opinion more possibi
than are usually exploited. Properly constructed open questions, with a variety of short, lon
extended responses do offer some possibilities for assessment at a higher than the lowes
whatever name we give to the lower levels. They may be called knowledge outcomes and a v
of intellectual skills and abilities, or computation and comprehension, or basic skills and f
Whatever the words, it is generally agreed that we need other instruments like essay tests th
vide a freedom of response which is needed for measuring complex or higher order learnin
comes.

Essays
An old fashioned but hardly used tool - in mathematics education - is the essay test. As Gro
(1968) stated: Essay tests are inefficient for measuring knowledge outcomes, but they pro
freedom of response which is needed for measuring complex outcomes. These include the
to create, to organise, to integrate, to express and similar behaviours that call for the prod
and synthesis of ideas.

The most notable characteristic of the essay test is the freedom of response it provides. The
is asked a question which requires him to produce his own answer. The essay question p
premium on the ability to produce, integrate and express ideas. The shortcomings of the ess
are well known. lt offers only a limited sampling of achievement, the writing ability tends to
fluence the quality of the answer and the essays are hard to score in an objective way. Ess
come very close to extended response questions, especially in mathematics education. The
ple of the warning calling tree could be considered as an example of an essay just like the
plow problem. This brings us immediately to an often mentioned aspect of the essay: shoul
made at school or at home.

Usually the essay task is seen as a take-home task. However this is not necessary. One ca
think of smaller essay problems that could be made at school but require a day (or so). An ex
22
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that was carried out at some 50 schools in The Netherlands is:

– In the map the Amsterdam street and Utrecht street are the main streets with a maximum
of 30 miles per hour. At the intersections with the Flamingo, Penguin and Seagull Avenue
traffic lights. To get a smooth as possible traffic flow and to minimise irritation with traffic p
ticipators it is considered important that the waiting time for red lights is minimised. If a dr
has a green light we should catch a green light at the next intersection just as he arrives
on for the next light. In this case we talk of a ‘green wave’. To get as close as possible to a
wave situation one has to consider for instance:
– the duration of the green, yellow and red light periods
– the relation between the different intersections
– the indication of advised travel speeds.

lt is known that a traffic light cannot be red for more than 90 seconds at a time and that
green period should be minimal 5 seconds. On the average the traffic on the main streets
times as intensified as on the avenues.

Give advice as to how to adjust the traffic lights for each of the following subsequently more c
plex situations.
1. Bicyclists on the Utrecht street from north to south should have a green wave.
2. Both bicyclists and car drivers should have a green wave from north to south on the Ut

street.
3. Both north and south traffic (cars and bicycles) on the Utrecht street should have a green

as good as possible.
4. Both north and south traffic (cars and bicycles) on the Utrecht and Amsterdam streets s

have a green wave as good as possible. Take also into consideration the traffic on the F
go, Penguin and Seagull avenues: this traffic should have a reasonable flow too.
Final question:
Which general principles and considerations should you use in a general and more co
situation.

This example was meant for students at upper secondary level - non mathematical major
students worked in groups of four from 9 am to 4 pm and were able to complete the task in
sonable way. Especially the final question is an essay-like question - the other four are m
less extended response open questions to make sure that the students get started in the fir
Tasks like this one can also be made by individual students - at home or at school depend
the goal that has to be measured.
23
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Production tests
If one of our principles is that the testing should be positive, which means that we should offe
students their abilities, and that the test is part of the learning-teaching process the ‘own pr
tions’ offer nice possibilities. The idea of ‘own productions’ is not really new. Reports about
periences go back a long time. Treffers (1987) has introduced the distinction between constr
and production, which according to himself is no matter of principle. Free production is rathe
most pregnant way in which constructions express themselves. By constructions we mean
– solving relatively open problems which elicit divergent production, due to great variety o

lutions they admit, often at various levels of mathematisation, and:
– solving incomplete problems, which before being solved require self-supplying of data

references.

An example of the first: ‘How to divide two bars of chocolate among four children?’
An example of the second: ‘A radio message on a 5 kilometres queue at Bottleneck Bridge
many cars are involved in the queue?’

The construction space for free productions might be even wider:

contriving own problems (easy, moderate, difficult) as a test paper or as a problem book about a theme or a
authored to serve the next cohort of pupils. (Streefland, 1990)

An example: Think out as many sums as you can with the result three (Grade l). We will des
in some detail the experiences that took place in an American ninth grade on the subject da
ualisation. The students had been working (suffering, interacting, thinking, discussion etc
two weeks on a text designed in The Netherlands with the philosophy of realistic mathematic
ucation in mind. A philosophy, we think, fits reasonably well to the philosophy of the Stand
as we tried to explain in the introduction. The booklet (Data-Visualisation, de Lange & Verhage,
1991) was intended for about five weeks of class activities. Some examples were shown ea
this paper.

After two weeks the students got their ‘final’ test:
– This task is a very simple one. At this moment you worked yourself through the first two c

ters of the book and made a relatively ordinary test (the test among other problems ha
problem of the ageing population of The Netherlands). This task is quite different:
Design a test for your fellow students that covers the whole booklet.
You can start your preparations from now on: look at magazines, books, etc. for data, c
and graphs that you want to use. Write down ideas that come up during school time. Afte
ishing the last lesson of this booklet, you will have another three weeks to design your
Keep in mind:
– the test should be taken in one hour
– you should know all the answers.

lt is tempting to show many exciting examples of the students’ productions. To be honest,
were disappointments as well. One student just took a reasonably well chosen collection of
cises from the booklet, avoiding any risk taking or creativity. The next ‘higher’ design strateg
the one that mathematics teachers often use: take examples from the textbook make small c
(in exponents, coefficients or maybe context) and your test is ready. This worked for some stu
as well although the answers made sometimes painfully clear that these were not the brighte
dents if we looked at their proposed answers.

Our first example shows an exercise that operationalises the lower level:
– The following are the top 20 point leaders of the Edmonton Oiler team. Draw Stem & Le
24
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WG 208 DL 32
JK 135 KL 26
PC 121 PH 25
MK 88 KMC 23
GA 81 RG 23
MN 63 DJ 20
MM 54 DS 18
CH 15 LF 18
DH 36 BC 17
WL 32 JP 12

– What is the average for the 20 pieces of data?
(4.13)

– What is the median?
(2)

– What is the difference between the average and the median?
(22,15)

– Why is the average higher than the median?
(Some people had extremely high points).

The next example is interesting because it tackles the problem of misrepresentation that oft
curs in pictographs. Two or three dimensional objects are used to represent one dimension
So the subject ‘fair’ or ‘honest’ graphs got some attention in the booklet. One of the students
the following exercise:

– Does B or C show the volume of A doubled?
Which cylinder, B or C, shows the volume of A more clearly?
Why?

Another exercise on the same subject:
– How much would a calculator cost in 1985?
25
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Some More Points of Attention
Designing tests and carrying them out in ordinary classroom practice is not a simple task
have seen. When designing one has to be very clear which goals are being operationalised
context to choose, the formats to consider and the practicality of carrying it our in the classr
But there are other points that need serious consideration when choosing a balanced pac
assessment tools. And they are rather obvious.
– Is the test to be taken within a fixed time interval: restricted time test?
– Is the test to be taken individually or in groups?
– Is the test to be taken at home or at school?
– Is the test a single strand test, an integrated test or even an inter-disciplinary test?
– Is the test part of a continuous assessment practice or is it a part of a more discrete sce
– For some people the most important question: how objectively scoreable is the test and

tools do we have in making the scoring as good and fair as possible?

Assessment: no change without problems

Let us return to the title of our article and see what conclusions we can draw. The first mean
the title will he obvious. Assessment should have real problems which often will mean real w
problems and applications. Having said that, we are immediately confronted with a number o
er problems that we have to tackle and solve in the first place. To name a few:
– Teachers, test designers, parents, administrators, public officials and citizens need a ne

tude towards assessment. This point is often underestimated. We cannot just rely on A
ment Summits and publications as ‘For Good Measure’ and all kind of interesting deve
ments in assessment. Society has a certain image of assessment (SAT, CAT, etc.) that w
years to change and improve. The damage done by the assessment practices especial
United States will take at least a decade to repair and no quick fixes are available. Nor are
solutions.

– Different levels of mathematical activities need different assessment tools which are ha
design and need a lot of research and testing.

– To design a balanced package of assessment will be difficult.
– To interpret the different strategies and processes that the students will show in more op

sessment will be hard for teachers. Teacher training with special emphasis on assessmen
only needed but will really make teachers understand the problems we are dealing with

– Different problems need different contexts with all kinds of variables to take into accoun
discussed earlier). A special problem is to find the balance between a good context and a
mathematical problem.

– Scoring and judging the quality of all forms of assessment will be more complex and va
and will be considered to be more difficult than at present.
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All of these problems may come as a surprise to a certain degree but if that is the case just
how bad the situation is at the present moment. Assessment practices have lost their major
ipants: the students and the mathematics curriculum. Indeed: no change without problems

This article has been published in Max Stephens & John Izard (Eds.). Reshaping Asses
Practices: Assessment in the Mathematical Sciences under Challenge. Proceedings from th
National Conference on Assessment in the Mathematical Sciences. Geelong, Victoria, 20-2
1991, 46-76. Reproduced by permission of The Australian Council for Educational Research
Copyright© 1992 ACER..
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